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Our Journey So Far… 

Catapult 1.0 was launched as an incubator program, aimed at redefining and 
transforming the future of the Indian Supply Chain and Mobility ecosystem by providing 
an opportunity for innovative start-ups to develop and present technology innovations on 
various focus areas such as Sustainable Personal Mobility, Sustainable Cargo, Smart 
Warehousing and Smart Vehicular Solutions. 

These innovative start-ups got the opportunity to test their solutions in a real business 
scenario. They also got a chance to interact with the leadership team, mentors of the 
program, networking opportunity and had access to media and investors. The program’s 
aim was to launch these innovative start-ups into the big league, giving the innovators a 
chance to shape their product under the guidance of industry leaders. 

Some partners that helped make the launch of the first cohort a success were 
GoogleCloud, Amazon Web Services, iCreate, SINE and AGNIi. 

Catapult 2.0 was also pivoted around ‘Supply Chain & Mobility’, but with a sharper focus in 
areas like ‘Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Blockchain, Internet of Things (IoT), 
Robotics & Automation, Virtual reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR), Drones, Big Data 
& Analytics, Low-Cost Hardware / Connectivity / GPS-Based Solutions, and E-Mobility 
Solutions. The sprints started in the month of March ‘22 and most of the use cases were 
validated over the last six months. We are very happy to inform most of them performed 
very well and met the targets as per the defined project charter. 

Catapult Premier Day 2022 was held at Taj Vivanta, Whitefield, Bangalore on 22nd 
September 2022 where 11 exhibitors showcased their innovations in supply chain. Few 
industry leaders also graced the event sharing their valuable insights and experience during 
the industry sessions. During the award ceremony, ‘Strategic Collaboration Memorandums 
of Understanding (MoUs)’ were signed with eight start-ups – HiPer, Enmovil, KoiReader, 
Accio Robotics, Aurita Bikes, Constem – AI, Linkeddots, and Sensegiz. These technology 
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start-ups will be integrated as part of MLL’s ‘Smart Automation Program’. These 
collaborations will aid in enhancing operational efficiencies through real time deployment 
and strengthen this platform for future innovators in the logistics industry. 

Our Exhibitors at Catapult Premiere Day: 

1. Accio Robotics: Deployment of AMRs for material movement to increase the 
picking efficiency at Fulfilment Centers 

2. Linkeddots: Creating a mapping grid for 2W/ 4W stockyards to reduce dispatch 
times 

3. SenseGiz: Workforce productivity tracking and increasing throughput in Stores & 
Line Feed Operations 

4. Aurita: Last Mile Delivery for small packages through e-bikes to reduce the delivery 
costs per shipment 

5. Jidoka Technologies: AI-based computer vision system for maintaining inventory 
count, enabling better inventory visibility and control. 

6. Constems AI: Automated QC check during Loading/Unloading of SKU at 
warehouses to reduce manpower costs 

7. Hiper: Sustainable cargo solutions to identify best route practices through 
optimization algorithms by reducing carbon footprint in trucking 

8. Enmovil: Multimodal modeling for eliminating damages, reducing transit delays 
and enabling end-to-end automation 

9. Elixia: Digitalization of supply chain process to reduce costs and bring visibility for 
goods in transit 

10. Unbox: Plug & play system of AI-powered mobile robots to sort packages at 5X 
higher productivity in less than 70% of the space required by existing solutions 

11. Koireader: AI Tech that enables productivity in put away, open replenishment 
process through AI-enables cameras in the racking operations and secondary 
distribution 


